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 Sources of ionising radiation
The discovery of radioactivity

When in 1896 Henri Becquerel discovered  radioactivity by the  radiation it 
emits,  what  did  he  actually  observe?  He  had  been  looking  for  radiation 
emitted  by  crystals  of  different  salts  after  exposure  to  sunlight  –  called 
fluorescence. He took a photographic plate, wrapped it in thick black paper 
and placed it underneath a pierced metal screen with the salts on top. On 26th 

February and the following days the sun did not shine so he abandoned the 
experiment and put the plate and salts away together in a dark drawer. On 1st 

March he developed the plate expecting to find no more than the faintest 
silhouette of the screen on the plate. What he found were very strong images 
of the screen, as he reported on the following day.  Evidently the sunshine 
played no part so it could not be the result of fluorescence. Somehow the 
salts were emitting rays that had an effect on the photographic plate like X-
rays, but normal X-rays need a source, an elaborate apparatus supplied with 
electrical energy. Since there was none he described the salts as the source of 
radioactivity.  Whenever  energy  seems  to  appear  or  disappear  without 
apparent cause, physical scientists get excited. Something quite new must be 
occurring, and indeed this was the case.

To anyone not already familiar with it,  radiation may seem as mysterious 
today as it was to Becquerel all those years ago, but now we know that it is 
more a part of everyday experience than was realised. The word  radiation 
covers any kind of energy on the move, often spreading out from a small 
region where it starts, that we call its source. It could be a sound wave from a 
musical instrument or someone speaking; or a radio wave transmitted by a 
mobile  phone;  or  a  water  wave  from  a  moving  boat.  These  may  seem 
relatively innocuous, but that depends on how big the various waves are. A 
tsunami wave whose source is  the sudden movement of  an area of  ocean 
floor is just a water wave, but sufficiently large to be damaging, especially 
when it reaches the shore. Similarly, sound waves can be so energetic that 
they break when they reach human tissue – like water waves on a beach, 
dumping all their energy. Such sound waves at high frequency can be used to 
break kidney stones and to treat cancer tumours. So weak waves are harmless 
and strong waves of whatever the kind are damaging.

Charged particle and electromagnetic radiation
However, the radiation that Becquerel detected, often described as ionising or 
nuclear,  is neither a sound wave nor a water wave. Three varieties of these 
waves are to be found in the environment,  called  alpha,  beta and  gamma. 
Alpha and beta are streams of charged particles: for alpha the particles are 
helium nuclei, helium is the gas used in party balloons to make them float 
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upwards; for beta the particles are fast electrons. The third variety, gamma, is 
an electromagnetic wave (EM) exactly like light, only more energetic. But 
that  description  is  a  bit  sloppy,  because  for  all  radiation,  including  light, 
surprisingly, the stream of energy is built up in two ways: the number of bits 
of energy and the energy of each bit. For alpha, this is the number of helium 
nuclei and the energy each carries. Likewise for beta, there is the number of 
electrons  and  the  energy of  each  electron  based  on  its  speed  (its  kinetic 
energy). Light and gamma radiation are similar; each bit is called a photon, or 
a  quantum (after the Latin for  how much). So there is the energy of each 
quantum and the  total  energy of  these,  added up.  How the light  behaves, 
including its colour, depends on the quantum energy. A quantum of red light 
is half the energy of a quantum of blue light, whereas a quantum of X-ray is 
more than a thousand times greater – and of gamma rays even more. The total 
energy gives the brightness. This is a little  like the energy of a river that 
depends on how much water is flowing and also how fast it flows. 

Radiation is called ionising if each individual photon or charged particle has 
enough energy on its own to break or ionise a molecule when it hits it. This 
does not depend on the total brightness, only on the energy of each photon or 
electron. Einstein's paper of 1905 gave this explanation using the quantum 
theory of light, for which he received the Nobel Prize in 1921. Note that this 
quantum theory  is  over  a  hundred  years  old  and  thoroughly  established, 
despite  often  being  described  in  popular  media  accounts  as  if  it  were 
mysterious and controversial. 

Radioactivity as a source of radiation
The radiation that we just described, like X-rays or light rays, is delivered in 
an instant at the velocity of light and effectively travels in straight lines. It is 
transitory, passing through and only leaving a persistent effect if it dumps 
energy  at  some  point.  When  it  does  so,  it  leaves  damaged  atoms  and 
molecules, and these are what we need to study – it is this damage alone that 
can affect life. Radiation that passes through a body without dumping any 
energy is harmless.

The  vague  term  radiation as  used  in  popular  media  often  confuses  the 
radiation itself and radioactivity. Radioactivity refers to atoms liable to emit 
radiation,  like  those  in  Becquerel's  salts.  An unstable  radioactive  atom is 
almost indistinguishable from a regular quiescent one, except that it  emits 
radiation just once at some random point in time – after that, it has lost its 
energy and cannot emit that radiation energy again. This randomness in time 
may appear  to  suggest  that  something  is  unknown.  But  this  is  a  general 
feature of modern physics, known as quantum mechanics, that tells us very 
precisely the  probability  of  decay per  second,  but  not  the  time  when  an 
individual nucleus will decay. Each nucleus decays, emitting radiation in the 
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process and leaving behind a different daughter nucleus (this is often stable 
but in some cases may be radioactive in its own right). Because each unstable 
nucleus carries the extra energy to decay once, in a collection of atoms at a 
given time the number of nuclei available to decay includes only those that 
have  not  already  decayed.  In  this  way  the  number  decaying  falls 
progressively giving the famous exponential decay curve. The half life is the 
time for half of the atoms to decay, so after three half-lives only an eighth 
remain,  and  after  ten  half-lives  only a  thousandth  remain  (1/1024,  to  be 
precise), and so on.

Carbon-14 – an example of radioactivity
An example of radioactivity is radiocarbon, that is  carbon-14. Most carbon 
atoms  are  carbon-12,  and  carbon-14  behaves  identically  in  all  but  two 
respects. Firstly it has two extra neutrons in its nucleus so that it is heavier in 
the ratio 14:12, but this has little effect. Secondly it decays randomly at a 
steady rate, such that half the nuclei turn into nitrogen-14 in a period of 5,700 
years. 

Every year a tiny amount of fresh carbon-14 is produced by cosmic particles 
hitting  the  upper  atmosphere,  and  this  gets  mixed  in  with  normal  non-
radioactive  carbon,  so  that  every  growing  or  living  thing  has  about  one 
carbon-14 atom for every 1012 carbon-12 atoms – but coal and oil do not, 
because having been buried for many millions of years all carbon-14 nuclei 
have decayed long ago.  As soon as  living things  die,  they stop eating or 
growing  and  their  proportion  of  carbon-14  starts  to  fall.  In  fact,  we  can 
measure how old they are from how much carbon-14 remains, and this is how 
radiocarbon dating works. It was used to measure the age of the Turin Shroud 
that supposedly dated from the time of Christ, but was shown to be much 
younger (1275-1290 AD) [1]; then there is the record of the Ice Man frozen in 
an alpine glacier for 4,000 years [2]; carbon dating can also be used to spot 
fake vintage wines and whiskeys,  if  the contribution from nuclear testing, 
described in Chapter 10, is taken into account [3]. 

If you are not measurably radioactive because of the carbon-14 you contain, 
any archaeologist can assure you that you have been dead for over 50,000 
years. To that extent, it is healthy to be radioactive and certainly nothing to 
worry about. So we may calculate how radioactive each of us is.
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Call  it  roughly 50  becquerel  per  kg  –  a  becquerel  (Bq)  is  a  measure  of 
radioactivity equal to one decay per second. So 50 decays per second for each 
kg of weight – that would be about 3,500 clicks per second on a counter, if 
that  were  able  to  detect  every single  emission  of  radiation  in  your  body 
(taken as  70 kg).  Actually the  beta  radiation from carbon-14 decay is  an 
electron with very short range, so very few would reach the instrument and 
few clicks would be measured.

Potassium-40 and tritium
There is another source of radioactivity within everyone's body,  potassium-
40, which emits radiation with higher energy that goes further and is easier to 
detect. What this radioactivity is doing in your body is an older story that we 
will  come  back  to  later  in  this  chapter.  This  adds  another  61  Bq per  kg 
making a total of about 7,400 Bq in an adult body, meaning 7,400 nuclear 
disintegrations per second. But this cannot be dangerous because it has been 
so since life began. The point is that radioactivity is just a latent source of 
radiation – radiation with delayed delivery spread out over a period of time. 
Is  it  more  hazardous  for  being  delayed,  or  less  so?  As  we  shall  find  in 
Chapter 6, it is actually less so.

Tritium is a radioactive isotope that has been in the news from Fukushima. It 
is an isotope of hydrogen with two neutrons that would normally be called 
hydrogen-3, but has acquired a special name of its own. However, until  it 
decays,  it  behaves  exactly like  the  other  isotopes  of  hydrogen,  including 
deuterium or hydrogen-2, except that it is heavier and so more sluggish in its 
normal reactions. Concern about tritium has formed part of the media story at 
Fukushima. As it happens, tritium is a product, both of the nuclear fission 
process itself and of hydrogen (in water) catching extra neutrons, although 
neither process can occur in a reactor that is turned off. How hazardous is a 
dose of tritium? (The measurement of doses in milligray (mGy) is described 
below on page 97.) The effect of a radiation dose rate in mGy per month to 
tissue depends rather little on the source of the radiation (except that alpha is 
somewhat  more damaging than beta or  gamma).  As Table 2 on page  101 
reveals, tritium emits beta radiation for which the energy in each decay is a 
hundred times smaller than for caesium-137 and  ten times smaller than for 
carbon-14 [4].  So  it  takes  a  hundred times  as  much activity of  tritium as 

The human body is more than 50% water and roughly half of the rest is 
carbon. The number of ordinary carbon atoms per kg in your body is 
1,000(g in a kg)× 6×1023(atoms in 12g of carbon)× 0.25/ 12 = 1.6×1025. 
Of these only 10-12 is carbon-14, so the number of carbon-14 is 1.6×1013. 
On average they decay in 5,700× 3.1×107(sec per year)/ ln2 = 2.5×1011 sec. 
So the number decaying per second per kg is 1.6×1013/2.5×1011 
= 64 decays per second per kg. = 64 Bq per kg.
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caesium-137 (in  Bq)  to deliver  the same radiation dose rate  (in mGy per 
month). Since it is difficult to discern the health effect of caesium-137 (as 
will be shown in Chapter 6), it is even harder to discern the effect of tritium 
on health.

Atomic analogues
In many ways a proton or neutron bouncing back and forth inside a nucleus 
behaves in a similar way to an electron doing the same inside an atom, except 
that  the  numbers  are  rather  different.  Many of  the  everyday changes  that 
happen around us – light and electronics, electrical and chemical changes, 
and so on, concern the behaviour of electrons and atoms. So familiarity with 
how atoms behave gives a window by which we can appreciate some of the 
actions in which nuclei get involved, but with greater energy.

When the nucleus of an atom decays, it emits ionising radiation, either as a 
charged  particle  or  a  photon.  It  is  the  difference  in  energy  between  the 
nucleus  before  and  after  that  provides  the  energy  for  the  photon  or  the 
particle. This is not an arcane process peculiar to nuclear physics; it is exactly 
parallel to what happens in a chemical reaction or light emission by electrons 
in the outer parts of atoms. Such emission of light is seen, for instance, in a 
flame or a street light. So the yellow light emitted by each atom in a sodium 
street lamp has a quantum energy – a photon energy – equal to the difference 
in energy between two states in a sodium atom.  Simple experiments in a 
student laboratory show that atoms in the higher energy state decay to the 
more stable state with a half life of about 10-8 seconds. In a normal discharge 
lamp the electricity supply then provides enough energy to kick the atom 
back up into its unstable state so that the process repeats and the lamp keeps 
shining. In a filament lamp or flame it is the heat that re-supplies the energy 
to the atoms that emit the light. The characteristic colour of a sodium or neon 
advertising  sign  relates  to  the  quantum energy;  a  mercury light  involves 
several  unstable  states  that  then  give  a  mixture  of  photon  energies  that 
appears whiter. In fact any material hot enough for its atoms to get kicked 
into higher states will emit photons in this way, and this is why hot bodies 
shine. The hotter they are, the more energetic the photons they emit, and the 
more photons they emit, too. So, while the dull embers of a dying fire are a 
pale red, the surface of the Sun, being much hotter,  is much brighter and 
includes yellow and blue too, making a brilliant white with all the colours of 
the rainbow. The surface of some stars is even hotter still and they shine blue 
or even violet. 

These are examples of the radiation spectrum, whose peak colour rises with 
temperature and whose overall brightness increases with the fourth power of 
the temperature. This was first explained by Max Planck in 1900 when he 
introduced  the  first  revolutionary  idea  that  grew  in  the  1920s  into  the 
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understanding of the physical world that today we call quantum mechanics or 
quantum theory. 

This is a suitable point at which to mention how energies are measured. In the 
everyday world, energy is measured in joules (J), so that, for example, one 
watt (W) is a power (or energy rate) of one joule per second. 

The electromagnetic spectrum
The  photons  and  particles,  the  radiation  emitted  in  nuclear  decay,  are 
indistinguishable in principle from those involved in the everyday physics of 
electrons in the outer part of atoms. The only identity tags that they carry are 
their energy and type. So the photons emitted in nuclear decay, sometimes 
called gamma rays, are absolutely identical to those emitted by electrons that 
have been accelerated from a heated cathode in an electron gun, such as used 
to produce radiation in a dental clinic and usually called X-rays. In clinical 
medicine, patients who express concern about radiation are occasionally told 
that the radiation used in Computed Tomography (CT) scans or in modern 
cancer therapy does not come from nuclei. This may indeed be true, but it is a 
bogus argument  because  there  is  no  distinction  based  on the  source.  The 
descriptions  X-ray and  gamma ray are used more meaningfully to refer to 
photons of lower and higher energy with a conventional change of name at 
around about 100 keV, regardless of their origin.

Calling it quantum theory may give the wrong impression to a general 
reader.  In  physical  science  the  word  theory does  not  describe  some 
speculative idea, as it often does in everyday speech, but a quantitative 
understanding  that  may  be  used  to  make  accurate  mathematical 
calculations for what occurs.  The account of atoms and light given by 
quantum theory has not changed since the late 1920s and its extension to 
nuclei was clear by the late 1930s – and the details had been filled in by 
the 1950s.  There is nothing speculative about today's  understanding of 
nuclear physics – and that includes the numerical value of quantities.

However, these units are inconveniently large to describe the behaviour of 
a single atom or nucleus. Atomic energies (for each atom) are measured 
in  electron-volts (eV), where 1 eV is the energy gained by an electron 
accelerated by 1 volt. Then 1 eV = 1.6×10-19 joules because that is the 
electric charge of an electron. So that a 60,000 volt gun in an X-ray tube 
produces  electrons  of  60,000  eV.  Nuclear  energies,  being  typically  a 
million times greater than atomic energies, are measure in MeV, where 1 
MeV = 1.6×10-13 joules.  This  is  still  tiny on our  every-day scale,  but 
enormous at the scale of a single atom.
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The spectrum of photons extends from gamma rays of the highest quantum 
energy and highest  frequency (and wavelength much smaller  than nuclear 
size) down to very low-frequency radio waves (and wavelength exceeding a 
km).  This  is  shown  schematically  in  Illustration 22.  In  the  centre  is  the 
spectrum of light with its explicit rainbow in a narrow band. At wavelengths 
a  bit  longer  (to  the  right)  there  is  the  infrared range;  here,  radiation  is 
absorbed  readily  because  it  matches  the  natural  rotation  and  vibration 
frequencies of molecules. At wavelengths just shorter than visible light is the 
ultraviolet range where materials absorb radiation strongly at the frequencies 
with which electrons vibrate in atoms. In between is the optical region, the 
light we can see; this is the fortunate range for which the energy emitted from 
the Sun's surface is maximum and also where many materials are transparent. 
It  is  no  coincidence  that  this  is  the  only range  for  which  our  eyes  have 
evolved some sensitivity. 

In the infrared to radio ranges, one photon by itself does not have enough 
energy to ionise a molecule, and in this range radiation is called non-ionising. 
Such radiation can only cause damage to atoms and molecules by  heating 
them as a whole through the cumulative absorption of very many photons. 
However, if the total absorbed energy is high enough – as in a microwave 
oven – the material will  start  to get hot and then cook, if  it is biological. 
Similarly,  radiation  from a  mobile  phone  will  warms  tissue  a  little  –  not 
much, however, because most of the radiation passes straight through. Non-
ionising radiation is harmless because the painful sensation of heat tells you 
to move out of the hottest sunshine, or take your feet away from the fire. If 
you cannot feel the heat it creates, it is quite safe. Public worry about the 
safety of non-ionising radiation only began recently when someone noticed 

Illustration 22: A schematic diagram of the regions of the radiation 
spectrum, shown with the wavelength increasing to the right (and so 
lower quantum energy) and the frequency increasing to the left (and 
so higher quantum energy).
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the word radiation!

 Linearity and its applicability
Initial radiation damage

In the ionising region of the photon spectrum, that is on the left in Illustration 
22,  two  significant  changes  are  evident.  Firstly,  to  the  left  of  the  UV 
absorption region, materials become increasingly transparent, meaning that 
radiation can penetrate deep into living tissue before  being absorbed,  and 
even pass right through and out the other side. This is the essential advantage 
that X-rays and gamma rays can offer to medicine, and that allows imaging 
and cancer therapy within the body without invasive surgery and its traumatic 
effects. The second difference is another consequence of quantum mechanics, 
noted by Einstein in his work on the photoelectric effect in 1905. The energy 
of  the  radiation  when  it  is  absorbed  is  not  smoothly  spread  through  the 
material,  but  is  delivered  as  a  series  of  distinct  events (often  called 
collisions),  each such event  being the  absorption of  a  single  photon.  The 
initial  damage at the site of an event depends on the energy of the single 
absorbed photon and whether it can ionise or break a molecule, not on the 
brightness of the total radiation flux. As a result, ionising radiation, including 
UV, can damage materials at lower energy fluxes than non-ionising radiation, 
and it does so without raising the temperature. This piecemeal action means 
that the effect of each photon is separate. The total damage to the material is 
proportional to the number of photons and quite independent of whether the 
photons all arrive at once as an acute dose or are spread out in time over an 
extended period of hours, months or even years. The total damage is also the 
same  if  the  same  radiation  is  spread  out  in  space  over  a  whole  body or 
concentrated  into  a  small  spot:  also,  if  spread  over  many  people  or  all 
concentrated on one person.

This implies that the effect of radiation is linear because each photon acts 
independently. So the combined effect of a thousand photons is a thousand 
times  the  effect  of  just  one.  This  is  precisely the  condition  for  linearity 
discussed  in  Chapter  4.  It  means  that  the  immediate  damage  caused  by 
radiation is linearly related to the total absorbed radiation energy, and there is 
no  intensity  of  radiation  so  low  that  there  is  no  such  damage.  And  this 
conclusion is true for all materials, whether alive or dead. 

LNT model of long-term damage
The assumption that this simple picture applies even to the resulting long-
term radiation  damage  to  living  tissue  is  called  the  Linear  No-Threshold 
(LNT) model. Looking at this model, why it is wrong and the evidence that 
confirms  it  is  wrong,  is  a  major  objective  of  this  book.  Here  is  a  brief 
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summary of the justification for the LNT model:
The energy of radiation is deposited in an irradiated material as a 
series of  essentially separate collisions.  Therefore the net  damage  
done to the structure of the material can be assessed by just adding  
up the energy of those separate collisions. Further, since there is no 
minimum  total  energy  flux  for  a  collision  to  occur,  there  is  no  
threshold for damage and any radiation flux, however weak, incurs  
damage. (The contrary would be the case if, for example, damage  
only began when the temperature of the material was raised to some  
threshold.)  In  the  cells  of  living  tissue  the  significant  damage  is  
genetic  damage  to  the  structure  of  DNA.  Such  radiation-induced 
damage  may be passed  down to  successive  generations  when the  
DNA is copied. 

If this description were complete, a significant implication for society would 
then follow:

Nobody should countenance leaving such a genetic legacy. Therefore 
all ionising radiation exposure should be reduced to a level As Low 
As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) and the use of any technology 
using ionising radiation, including nuclear energy, should be avoided 
wherever possible. 

It might be asked:
How could  such  a  picture  based  on  the  simple  concept  that  was  
confirmed by Einstein with his Nobel Prize winning explanation of  
the photoelectric effect, actually be wrong?

Nevertheless, we shall show evidence that it is wrong, and pinpoint how this 
mistake occurred. This historical tale is recounted in Chapter 10.

Failure of LNT model for live tissue
The basic error is in thinking that any initial damage persists in the longer 
term, as indeed it would in dead or passive material – in other words, material 
not actively maintained by biological mechanisms. The LNT model ignores 
how  biological  life  reacts  to  damage  following  a  radiation  dose.  In  this 
discussion we need to understand the effect of this biological reaction, how it 
works in principle, why it evolved and the evidence that confirms that its 
effectiveness is not the exception but the rule. 

To  make  sense  of  the  evidence,  we  shall  need  to  quantify the  energy of 
radiation  doses,  so  that  we  can  compare  them  for  different  practical 
situations. In traditional descriptions of radiation doses and their safety, the 
LNT  model  is  already  taken  for  granted.  Since  the  evidence  will  show 
unequivocally that  the LNT model  is  mistaken in its  picture of  biological 
radiation damage, we must take great care not to follow the LNT description 
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of radiation damage. This means that the next section matches only part of 
what is to be found in traditional radiation safety handbooks. 

 Quantifying absorbed radiation
Radiation doses and radiation dose rates

Radiation that passes straight through the body is harmless. It  is  only the 
energy that is stopped and absorbed that can do any damage, and that is what 
we need to discuss. Quantitative measurements allow comparison of doses in 
different situations. They enable meaning to be given to the scale of doses 
otherwise described simply as high or  very high.  Such comparisons bring 
some  interesting  surprises,  for  instance,  the  rate  of  energy in  an  ionising 
radiation  exposure  and  the  power  from  a  simple  light  bulb,  or  between 
environmental and medical doses of radiation.
For the high doses used in cancer therapy, the precise dose delivered to the 
patient is important and mistakes of a few percent in the delivery can have 
consequences for  the success of  the treatment  or  even the survival  of  the 
patient.  However,  at  lower  doses  the  need  is  to  note  and  understand  the 
factors of ten involved – factors of two or three are not usually of practical 
importance for safety [5]. 
Energy is a well-defined quantity like mass, distance and time. An electricity 
meter  charges  you  for  measured  energy in  joules  (J),  with  1  Unit  =  3.6 
million J, so a joule is small in everyday terms. Actually the utility meter 
measures  power,  that  is  energy  rate,  in  joules  per  second  and  then 
accumulates the total joules over time. One joule per second is called a watt 
(W,  named  after  James  Watt,  the  eighteenth  century  Scottish  inventor). 
Radiation dose is a measure of the energy absorbed in each kg of tissue – so 
we have dose in joules per kg, and dose rate in watts per kg. A dose of one 
joule per kg is called a gray (Gy, named after Louis Harold Gray). Medical 
doses are often quoted in cGy (1 cGy = 1/100 Gy = 1  rad, an older unit); 
environmental  doses  are  conveniently  given  in  mGy (1/1000  Gy).  These 
definitions and measurements are unaffected by whether LNT is assumed and 
that is why we use them here. 
For radiation safety what is really of interest is how much harm the absorbed 
energy causes to living tissue. Can we use the absorbed energy as a surrogate 
for  the  biological  damage? It  will  do if  we assume that  they are  directly 
linked, won't it? As the evidence will show, it will not.
We may think of the scoring in a tennis championship as a parallel. Over the 
years, to identify the champion beyond reasonable doubt, a scoring scheme 
has evolved that works very effectively, more so than in many other sports, 
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perhaps. The result is exciting and competitive, but, notably, during a match 
all of the smaller points within a game are discarded. An LNT-like view of 
tennis might advocate selecting the champion by simply adding up all the 
points played and treating that as a surrogate for each player's ability. If that 
made for the most effective type of tournament, no doubt that would have 
been chosen years ago. But that did not happen, probably because it would 
miss  the  rise  and  fall  of  psychological  tension  that  goes  with  the  more 
structured scoring scheme. The evidence provides the answer, not an appeal 
to theoretical simplicity.
In the case of radiation, what kind of harm matters? Much of the damage to 
the contents of cells in irradiated tissue is of no lasting consequence, as most 
molecules are replaced regularly as part of the cell cycle. But damage to the 
DNA is different  because it  controls the copying process itself  – it  is  the 
master record for the cell, coordinates its function and itself gets copied in the 
cell cycle, thereby potentially propagating damage to subsequent cell copies, 
even  creating  a  flaw  that  could  be  passed  to  subsequent  generations. 
However, this is a theoretical possibility that is only important if it happens – 
it is a matter for evidence to tell whether damage is actually propagated in 
this way. 
The main question is  how the biological  damage is  related to  the  energy 
absorbed. The LNT assumption is that damage is directly proportional to the 
dose.  In  the  LNT model,  after  making  some  modest  but  poorly  defined 
adjustments for the rate, tissue and type of radiation, the energy dose itself is 
taken as a surrogate for damage, but given the fresh name of sievert (Sv) 
instead of gray (Gy). But as will become evident in succeeding chapters, this 
is not a measure of the damage that we should expect for an active material 
like living tissue on the basis of modern biology. Nor does it match what is 
observed in the natural environment,  a patient clinic, an animal laboratory 
experiment, or the casualties from an accident with radioactivity.
In the LNT model biological damage in sievert (or millisievert, mSv) is not 
measured but the result of applying assumptions. Without these the sievert is 
not  meaningful.  Within  LNT  the  linear  relation  between  Sv  and  Gy  is 
assumed to be a simple numerical equality for beta, gamma and high-energy 
X-rays. Of radiation types frequently found in the environment only alpha is 
much different; it is assumed to deliver 20 times as much damage – that is 
each  Gy  of  absorbed  energy  (per  kg)  gives  20  Sv  of  damage  (per  kg). 
Neutron and proton radiation have been assigned similar weighting factors 
too, but neither of these is often found outside a research laboratory or the 
core of a working reactor, so we ignore them here for simplicity. 
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The evidence will show that what reflects the biological damage more than 
the total absorbed energy is the rate at which energy is locally absorbed, that 
is  the dose rate.  This  may be measured in mGy per  month,  for  example. 
Obviously, reckoned in mGy per year the number would be 12 times larger, 
and in mGy per second, correspondingly much smaller. However, the use of 
an arbitrary period makes no sense. The important choice of time period is 
one to be made with data.
So what is the reason to choose a repair time of a month? This interval was 
discussed in  Radiation and Reason, Chapter 7 [see Selected References on 
page 283, SR3]. Essentially it is the biological recovery time and so covers a 
range of values roughly spanning the typical cell cycle time and leading to a 
month as a conservative choice for safety purposes. 

Measurement of radioactivity in becquerel 
The dose rate that comes from a radioactive source depends on the activity of 
that  source,  and  with  some  assumptions  we  can  relate  these  two. 
Radioactivity is measured in becquerel – 1 Bq is one radioactive decay per 
second. This is a very low rate indeed, and the energy released by each decay 
is minute. Significant rates may be measured in thousands (kBq), millions 
(MBq) or even millions of millions (TBq) of decays per second. A technical 
point is that Bq refers to the  total decay rate – to get the rate per kg the 
number of Bq needs to be divided by the weight in kg. But notice that Bq is 
already a decay  rate per second,  so it does not need to be divided by the 
exposure  time. The  energy dose  in  mGy is  the  other  way around –  it  is 
defined as the dose per kg, but to get a dose rate it must still be divided by 
the dose delivery or exposure time. So an annual dose, reckoned in J per kg 

Considerations that might complicate the simple relation between energy 
absorbed and final biological damage are ignored in the LNT model. In 
particular the possibility that patterns of deposited energy overlapping in 
space or time might influence the final outcome are excluded – incorrectly 
as evidence shows. In the LNT model a dose spread out chronically over 
the life of an individual is reckoned to be as damaging as a single acute 
dose of the same integrated energy received in days  or  hours within a 
small factor of about two. (In LNT this factor is called DDREF. If LNT 
does not apply, DDREF has no meaning.) 
By a simple extension of linearity, the LNT model would imply a dose 
dispersed among many individuals is as damaging as the same total dose 
given  to  one  individual.  This  would  be  administratively convenient,  if 
true, because the total damage could be assessed simply from the dose 
added up for a population, an estimate called the collective dose. 
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(or Gy) received over a whole year, has to be divided by 31 million – the 
number of seconds in a year – to get the dose rate in Gy per second, the same 
as watts per kg. It is a matter for the evidence, not pre-conceptions, to decide 
whether it is the dose or the dose rate that is more significant, and it certainly 
makes a lot of difference: a difference that is frequently glossed over.

Finding a dose rate from a measurement of 
radioactivity

Sometimes the radiation dose received is caused by radioactivity within the 
body.  In  that  case  it  is  relatively  simple  to  calculate  the  dose  from the 
radioactivity, or vice versa, by assuming that all of the radiation emitted in 
the decay is absorbed. With this assumption the dose may be overestimated 
somewhat. For alpha all of the radiation is absorbed, but for beta about half 
the released energy escapes as invisible neutrino radiation, and for gamma a 
fair fraction may escape the body too.
When it decays, a nucleus releases a small amount of energy, call it  E. In 
principle, to get the dose from the decay rate, we add up the energy of all 
these  decays.  The  number  of  decays  is  the  rate  in  Bq  multiplied  by the 
number of seconds for which the dose is accumulated. To find the dose, we 
multiply this number of decays by E and divide by the weight in kg. 
The energy E of each radioactive decay, expressed in joules, is a very small 
number, even for a nuclear decay. Nuclei differ but most of the energies fall 
within  a  modest  range.  Table  2  shows  the  energy for  some  of  the  more 
important decay energies: these are clustered around 1 MeV = 1.6×10-13 J. 
(This number is simply a million times the electric charge of an electron.) So, 
assuming that all the energy is absorbed, the conversion from radioactivity 
(Bq) to dose rate (mGy/month) goes like this:

As examples,  we apply this  calculation to the natural  radioactivity in any 
human body,  and then to the ingestion of contaminated water and food at 
Fukushima.  Such  calculations  are  not  exact  but  they give  answers,  often 
correct to a factor two to four, and sufficient to show what is safe. 

dose rate (mGy/month) = radioactivity(Bq) × E(MeV) × 1.6×10-13 (J/MeV)
 × 2.6×106 (secs/month) × 103 (mGy/Gy) / 70 (mass of an adult in kg).
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Decay Energy, MeV Main decay type Radioactive half life, 
sec

Tritium, H-3 0.018 beta 3.9×108 or 12 yrs
Carbon-14 0.16 beta 1.8×1011   or 58,000 yrs
Potassium-40 1.32 beta, gamma 4.1×1016  or 1.3×109 yrs
Cobalt-60 1.17 + 1.33 beta, gamma 1.6×108 or 5.3 yrs
Strontium-90 0.54 + 2.28 beta 8.8×108  or 28 yrs
Iodine-131 0.97 beta 6.9×105  or 8 days
Caesium-134 2.0 beta, gamma 6.6×107 or 2.0 yrs
Caesium-137 1.18 beta 9.5×108  or 30 yrs
Polonium-210 5.3 alpha 1.2×107 or 0.39 yrs
Radon-222 5.5 + 6.0 + 7.7 alpha 3.3×105 or  0.01 yrs
Radium-226 4.8 alpha 5×1010 or  1600 yrs
Thorium-232 4.0 alpha 4.5×1017 or 1.4×1010 yrs
Uranium-238 4.27 alpha 1.4×1017  or 4.5×109 yrs
Plutonium-239 5.24 alpha 7.7×1011  or 25,000 yrs
Table  2:  Some  frequently  discussed  radioactive  isotopes.  Where  several  
energies are given, these are sequential decays to be added.

In most cases of contamination, radioactivity gets distributed throughout the 
body and the radiation energy is  then further spread out by the smudging 
effect of its range – the dose is not absorbed where the radioactivity was. This 
spreading  is  true  for  the  important  cases  of  potassium-40,  caesium-137, 
tritium and  carbon-14.  Some  radioactive  elements  accumulate  in  bone  – 
strontium-90,  radium-226,  plutonium-239 and other metals  – but  that  still 
gives rise to a widely spread distribution of absorbed energy. Radon is a gas 
and its radioactive decay products get caught in lung tissue. Iodine too is a 
special case because it is concentrated only by the thyroid gland and then 
decays with a half life of only a week, resulting in a concentrated acute dose.
As evidence will show later, it is the dose rate that matters to health, much 
more than the accumulated dose. The length of time for which the flow of 
radiation persists depends both on the half life of the radioactivity and on the 
rate at which the radioactivity is expelled from the body, sometimes called 
the biological half life [6]. If the biological half life is shorter, it will be more 
important than the radioactive half life given in Table 2. Such depletion is 
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important  for  both  caesium  isotopes  shown  in  Table  2,  which  have  a 
biological half life of about 100 days, but somewhat less for children who are 
thus at less  risk than adults. This depletion does not apply to potassium-40 
because it occurs naturally in the body and persists indefinitely.
If the radioactive source is outside the body altogether, the fraction absorbed 
is very much lower. Then, most radiation does not enter the body at all and 
exposure is easily reduced by simply moving away or reducing the time for 
which radiation is absorbed. Unless the source is very close, the radiation 
dose to the body falls with the inverse square of the distance. So, for instance, 
by moving three times further away from the source, the radiation dose is 
reduced by a factor of nine.

Natural internal dose
The natural  internal  radioactivity in  the  body is  about  7,400  Bq.  This  is 
mostly due to potassium-40 and carbon-14, as used in radiocarbon dating. 
However,  as  shown in  Table  2,  the  latter  contributes  a  very small  decay 
energy of less than 0.2 MeV, so that potassium-40 dominates the dose. 
We calculate the annual dose that the natural activity of 4,300 Bq potassium-
40 gives to a 70 kg man:

Illustration 23: A diagram of the average annual radiation dose to 
the UK population, total 1.4 mGy per year. Based on data for 2005.

4,300(Bq)  × 3.1×107(sec/year)  × 1.32(MeV  energy  per  decay)
 × 1.6×10-13(J/MeV) × 1,000(mGy/Gy) / 70(kg per adult) = 0.4 mGy/yr. 
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This is an over-estimate because not all the beta-decay energy is absorbed 
(the neutrino escapes altogether). A better calculation would give an answer 
just less than 0.3 mGy/yr. This dose rate from internal activity is the same for 
everybody everywhere, and Illustration 23  shows that it accounts for about 
18% of the average background dose rate of 1.4 mGy per year. 

Note: the  numbers  in  Illustration 23 look a  little  different  from those 
normally quoted. That is because they are shown in mGy, instead of mSv. 
In  mSv  according  to  the  LNT model,  the  contribution  from radon  is 
weighted  by a  factor  of  20  as  an  alpha  emitter.  This  factor  has  been 
removed, and so radon no longer dominates the average background and 
the quoted doses in mGy. 

Other sources of natural background radiation
Other contributions to this average background shown in Illustration 17 are 
more variable. For example, the cosmic flux is partially shielded nearer to the 
equator by the Earth's magnetic field, but increases by about three times at 
the  Earth's  magnetic  poles.  It  also rises  with height  by a  factor  of  ten at 
35,000 feet. This is caused by the primary cosmic flux from space generating 
secondary radiation showers at the top of the atmosphere that are absorbed by 
the denser atmosphere at lower altitudes. 
Today a  significant  contribution  to  the  average  annual  dose  comes  from 
medical procedures. Such doses have been rising yearly as more effective use 
is made of radiation for diagnostic imaging. This dose is a very long way 
indeed from being a genuine cause for concern – some two or three whole-
body scans per week, every week, for 4 or 5 years would be needed before 
any  negative  health  effect  might  become  evident.  But  we  return  to  this 
question in Chapters 8 and 9 because it is seen to be a source of popular 
concern.
Illustration  23  shows that  a  major  contribution  to  the  annual  background 
radiation dose comes from gamma radiation and the ingestion of radon, both 
of which emanate from rock, water and soil, and are therefore dependent on 
the local geology which is very variable. Interestingly, some of the lowest 
annual doses are experienced by the crews of nuclear submarines, who are 
particularly  well  shielded  by the  ocean  water  from cosmic  radiation  and 
emissions from geological  rocks.  Some of the highest  are experienced on 
high-altitude trans-polar flights, such as those taken by many who fled from 
Japan for Europe and the USA in March 2011. Indeed, on one occasion in 
2013 on my way to Japan I omitted to turn off my own radiation monitor and 
it bleeped an alarm above 25,000 feet, albeit at an irrelevantly low radiation 
level.  For  some  moments  I  thought  my  phone  was  ringing!  Thankfully, 
nobody on the plane took any notice anyway. 
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Food regulations at Fukushima and Chernobyl
On 29 July 2011 the Japanese government published regulations that set the 
level of  radioactive caesium in meat,  above which it  should be treated as 
contaminated, at 500 Bq per kg [7]. In April 2012 and April 2013, as a result 
of public concern, the level was tightened further to 100 Bq per kg [8]. What 
dose would someone receive if they regularly ate meat contaminated at this 
level?
The  first  government  announcement  stated  that  eating  1  kg  of  meat 
contaminated at 500 Bq per kg would give a dose to the whole body of 0.008 
mSv, or more correctly 0.008 mGy. However we do not need to believe this – 
we can try a calculation ourselves. 
Both  caesium  isotopes,  caesium-137  and  caesium-134,  have  a  biological 
lifetime in the body of 100 days and we treat them together. Caesium has a 
chemistry like potassium and if ingested or inhaled, it becomes spread rather 
uniformly through the body like potassium. The period is 9 million seconds 
(100 days), so the dose over 100 days from eating 1 kg of meat (at 500 Bq 
per kilo) would be about:

500(Bq) × 9×106 (seconds) × 1.18(MeV) × 1.6×10-13(J/Mev) 
× 1000 (mGy/Gy) / 70(kg adult weight) = 0.012 mGy per kg eaten.

This calculation has ignored that some gamma radiation and neutrino energy 
escapes from the body, and so is expected to be an over estimate. It is quite 
consistent with the figure of 0.008mGy per kg given in the regulation [7]. 
Now we can ask a question, and then calculate the answer: 

How much contaminated beef would a person need to eat in three 
months  (100  days)  to  receive  a  dose  equivalent  to  one  medical  
diagnostic whole-body radiation scan, that is about 8 mGy? 

The  answer  has  to  be  8  mGy  divided  by  0.008  mGy  per  kg,  that  is
1,000 kg = 1 tonne.
Obviously no one could eat so much meat in that time, and so ever receive 
such  a  dose  under  any  circumstances.  Consequently  the  regulation  is 
ridiculous. Added to which, one such scan in three months is quite harmless – 
the threshold for any damage to health is at least 30 such scans in that time 
(on the  basis  of  case  made  and evidence given in  Chapter  9).  Hence the 
Regulation of July 2011 has no rational basis, while those of April 2012 and 
April 2013 are even more illogical, as they relate to a personal consumption 
of five tonnes in three months!
After  the  Chernobyl  accident  there  were  similar  concerns  about  levels  of 
radioactive contamination of meat in Scandinavia. In June 1986 in Norway 
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the maximum activity permitted for food stuffs was set at 600 Bq per kg. The 
economic effect  on the reindeer industry was so severe that  in November 
1986 this was relaxed to 6,000 Bq per kg [9]. In Sweden, 16 years later, on 
the 24 April 2002, the Swedish Radiation Protection Authority published an 
apology in the daily press [10]. They admitted that the intervention level had 
been  set  too  low  and  that  78% of  all  reindeer  meat  had  been  destroyed 
unnecessarily, at great expense to the taxpayer and adversity to the industry. 
They lamented what had gone wrong, but still seemed unaware that the fault 
lay  with  the  paternalistic  application  of  ALARA-based  principles  to  the 
safety of nuclear radiation. They were surprised that at the failure of their 
policy of setting a tight limit and telling the public that they should not worry. 
They did not understand that human nature is not set up to accept such a 
passive role.

Water release at Fukushima
The natural internal radioactivity of the body is 100 Bq per litre, that is close 
to the limits set for drinking water in Japan as reported in Sept 2011 [11]. This 
shows  that  the  regulation  is  not  related  to  any  risk  –  it  is  said  to  be 
precautionary and  describes  a  level  of  radioactivity  that  exists  in  nature 
anyway.  It is intended to reassure and pacify public opinion – it  does not 
depend on science. Worse, this appeasement is not effective and once trust is 
lost, the public remain disturbed, whatever limit is set.
On 4 April 2011 the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), the company 
operating  the  Fukushima  Daiichi  plant,  announced  that  it  was  releasing 
11,500 tonnes of radioactive water into the sea [12]. It was forced to do this 
because  it  had  built  up  an  excess  of  contaminated  cooling  water,  and  it 
needed more storage capacity for water with greater contamination. It also 
said that the activity was about 100 times the regulation safety limit at 100 
Bq  per  litre  (at  that  time),  but  that  it  was  quite  safe.  The  apparent 
contradiction between these two statements stretched TEPCO's credibility in 
the eyes of the public and the press. 
A calculation is illuminating. The total activity to be released was 1.5×1011 

Bq, that is 13,000 Bq per litre, or 130 times the regulation limit for drinking 
water. We can calculate what dose would be received by someone who drank 
a litre of this water every day for three months. (To make a comparison we 
assume that the activity was mainly due to caesium since some weeks after 
the accident any contribution from iodine-131 with its 8-day half life was 
already much  smaller  and  continuing  to  fall.)  The  total  imbibed  activity 
would therefore be 1.3 million Bq, and the dose would be

1.3×106(Bq) × 9×106(secs) × 1.18(MeV) × 1.6×10-13(J/MeV) × 
1,000(mGy/Gy) / 70(kg adult weight) = 32 mGy spread over 3 months.
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Even though nobody should be encouraged to drink this water, day after day, 
the radiation dose received by anyone who did so would be similar to that 
from one whole-body CT scan per month. We conclude that both statements 
made by TEPCO are true. What is false is the understanding that 100 Bq per 
litre is the limit of safety. Public policies may be factually correct, but, by 
quoting precautionary levels unrelated to any evidence of risk, such as 10 Bq 
per litre, they simply encourage a race to the bottom and a demand to ban any 
additional radiation at all [13]. To reassure the public, recent announcements 
about discharges to the ocean refer to activities that are a small fraction of 
drinking water guidelines [14]. Adherence to such standards costs money, but 
to what purpose?
Good safety is a matter of distinguishing clearly those situations that are safe, 
from those that are dangerous and should be given a wide berth. Saying that 
all  discharges  of  radioactive  water  into  the  sea  are  hazardous  is  itself  a 
dangerous statement. Consider a parallel in road safety: advising children to 
keep  away from the  edge  of  the  roadway unless  crossing  should  not  be 
confused with warning them of the fatal consequences of remaining in the 
fast lane. Neither risk is a reason to close all  highways,  assuming that an 
elementary level of education is given. An equivalent simple provision for 
radiation is not given in any country.
On 2 April 2011 an unintended leak of a much smaller mass of water, 520 
tonnes, was discovered with an activity of 4.7×1015 Bq and this was reported 
as  successfully sealed  off  by 6  April.  This  was  more  dangerous,  but  the 
volume  was  small  and  became  diluted  to  negligible  levels  in  the  ocean. 
Nobody  was  affected  and  there  was  no  casualty  unlike  in  other  major 
accidents,  such as  the  fire  on the  Piper  Alpha oil  rig  in  1988 where  167 
personnel were caught in the wrong place and died.

Dose rates from external radioactive contamination
The dose received is quite different if the radioactivity is external to the body. 
It  is  important  to know the dose rate  experienced by someone at  a  place 
where  there  is  a  nearby  source  of  radioactivity.  For  instance,  if  the 
radioactivity on the ground was one million Bq of caesium in each square 
metre, how many mGy per month would someone receive who stood there? 
This question is too vague to give a clear answer, but we should try. Where 
does  the  radiation  get  absorbed?  Half  of  the  radiation  emitted  will  go 
downwards and be absorbed in the ground. Some of that emitted upwards 
would be absorbed before it reaches anybody, too. It depends on whether the 
radioactivity is on top of the ground or lies below the surface – and that may 
not  be  known.  If  it  is  alpha  radiation,  it  will  all  be  absorbed  in  a  few 
centimetres of  air,  so external  sources of  alpha activity are not  a concern 
unless ingested in some way or absorbed through the skin. 
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For beta or gamma we can calculate the most pessimistic case in which all 
the radiation going upwards is absorbed by a human body with horizontal 
area, half a square metre. The dose that we calculate in this way will be an 
over-estimate, perhaps by as much as a factor of ten. If we knew more about 
the kind of activity and where it lay, below or on the ground, we could lower 
the estimated dose. Here is the calculation for the monthly dose, assuming 
that  the  recipient  is  exposed  continuously  24/7  and  without  clothes  – 
exceptionally pessimistic assumptions.

This is equivalent to having two whole-body CT scans in a year and is a 
factor of 50 below the level of 100 mGy per month – the dose rate that is a 
scientifically justifiable safety threshold [see Chapters 1 and 9]. Any actual 
dose received by an individual is reduced further, unless the person lives on 
the  spot  with  a  million Bq per  square  metre.  Wearing  clothes  or  moving 
around will tend to reduce an external dose – unlike an internal source of 
radiation that  remains  present  continuously until  it  decays,  is  excreted  or 
exhaled. The highest-dose zones, shown in red on the maps of Fukushima, 
Illustration 13 on page 44, indicate where the dose rate is greater than 166 
mGy per year (14 mGy per month) at a height of 1 metre. That is on the safe 
side of the limit suggested in Chapter 9 by a factor of approximately five. 
But this is missing a rather important practical point. It is very difficult to 
measure the concentration of radioactivity on the ground. Radioactive atoms 
only differ from non-radioactive ones of the same chemical element by their 
decay  and  their  mass.  So  the  simplest  practicable  way  to  detect  small 
quantities of radioisotopes is to measure the radiation that they emit. But the 
fraction of emitted radiation that reaches a detector will depend on whether 
the radioactivity is just on the surface, or buried a few millimetres below the 
surface; the latter will often be the case for open ground. Detection will also 
depend on the energy and type of radiation. Alpha radiation is absorbed by a 
few  cm  of  air;  beta  radiation  is  not  easily  identified  and  can  be  much 
attenuated before it reaches the sensitive volume of a detector; only gamma 
radiation  is  detected  and  its  source  identified  reasonably  easily  and 
efficiently.  Although measurements are hard to make, exposure to external 
radiation is easily reduced by limiting exposure time, keeping at a distance 
from the source and using absorbing materials.
Just as a smoke alarm does not need to be precise to provide reassurance 
about  fire,  a  radiation  alarm can  be  quite  crude  and  yet  provide  reliable 
safety. Simple devices that indicate a dose rate in mGy per hour usually count 
ionisation pulses in a crystal or gas and assume that these are due to gamma 

106 (Bq per m2) × 3×106 (secs per month) × 0.25 (0.5 m2, ½ up)
 × 1.18 (E MeV, for caesium) × 1.6×10-13 (J per MeV) × 1,000 (mGy per 
Gy) / 70 (kg) = 2.0 mGy per month.
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rays  of  about  1  MeV.  To  do  better,  the  energy of  each  pulse  should  be 
measured using a crystal like sodium iodide which can trap and measure the 
energy. Ultimately the radioisotope concerned would have to be separately 
identified, and the shielding effect of surrounding materials accounted for. 
But generally, for rough measurements in the environment with a hand-held 
instrument, this sort of detail is not available.

Comparison of ionising and non-ionising radiation 
In the media, radiation fluxes are frequently described as high or  very high, 
without any scale. Only if numbers are given, can any meaning be given to 
such descriptions. Below are a few examples of non-ionising and ionising 
radiation  energy  fluxes  –  the  numbers  are  not  precise,  but  sufficient  to 
illustrate some differences, since these are large. 

1. The energy consumption of the human body at rest, or the metabolic 
rate, is about 1-2 watt per kg, but this rises to about 6-10 watt per kg 
with mental or physical activity. Perspiration and convection in the 
human  body  are  familiar  ways  in  which  the  extra  heat  load  is 
dispersed.

2. The safety limit for non-ionising radiation absorbed in live tissue is 4 
watt  per  kg  (set  by  US  FDA).  This  limits  the  maximum 
radiofrequency power that is allowed for an MRI scanner or a mobile 
phone. If the power were higher, live tissue would start to feel hot.

3. A domestic microwave oven delivers about 800 watts, so the food 
absorbs about 800 watts per kg that heats and cooks it. This is 100 
times the metabolic rate, so taking exercise or thinking hard does not 
release enough heat to cause self-cooking. This is indeed reassuring!

4. Sunshine has an energy flux above the metabolic rate which is why 
we feel significantly hotter in the sunshine. The  solar constant, the 
flux of radiation reaching the Earth from the Sun, is 1,300 watts per 
square metre in total. Depending on conditions the flux of ultraviolet 
(UV) might be 30 watts per square metre, or about 0.1 watts per kg, 
averaged over a human body [15]. 

5. Natural internal radioactivity in the body gives a dose rate 0.3 mGy 
per year, that is 9×10-12 watt per kg. The big reduction factor comes 
from the 31 million seconds in a year. The average total background 
ionising radiation  is between 5 and 100 times larger, depending on 
location.

6. The absorbed energy dose rate from a PET scan (or from a CT scan 
notionally spread over an hour) is about 10 mGy per hour – this is 
0.01 joules per kg per hour – and an absorbed energy rate of 3×10-6 
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watts per kg.
7. During a course of high-dose therapy the local healthy tissue receives 

an absorbed dose of 1,000 mGy, each day for 4-6 weeks – notionally 
spreading each daily treatment over an hour, that is 3×10-4 watts per 
kg.

Metabolic 
rate

Sunshine Natural 
internal 
radiation

Average UK 
ionising radiation 

background

CT or
PET 
scan

radio
therapytotal UV

1 ~ 10 ~ 1/10 10-11 5×10-11 3×10-6 3×10-4

Table 3: Some approximate energy rates relative to the resting 
metabolic rate.
In Table 3 these absorbed energy fluxes are compared. Although the numbers 
are  rough,  the  energy fluxes  of  sunshine  and  the  metabolic  rate  are  four 
orders of magnitude (factor of 10,000) greater than that of radiotherapy and, 
in turn, that is two orders of magnitude (factor of 100) above a diagnostic 
radiation  scan;  that  in  turn  is  another four  or  more  orders  of  magnitude 
(factor  of  10,000)  above  the  average  background  ionisation  energy  flux, 
effectively the baseline for ALARA safety. 

Expressed in another way based on the definition of a Gy, exposure to full 
sunlight gives a total energy flux of about 1,000,000 mGy per second. This 
indicates just how truly minute is a radiation flux that delivers 1,000 mGy per 
year. 

So any description of a radiation flux as high should be seen in perspective; 
fluxes of ionising radiation are actually tiny. What happens is not a general 
macroscopic  story,  but  a  microscopic  one,  concerned  only  with  the  tiny 
fraction of atoms or molecules that get a hit – the rest are not affected in any 
way.  We can find the approximate number of those that are affected quite 
easily. There are about 5×1025 atoms in a kg and to ionise one of them takes a 
few eV, that is about 5×10-19 joules. Then a CT scan of 10 mGy will ionise 
about 2×1016 atoms per kg, that is about 2 out of 5,000 million atoms. That is 
indeed very few, about the same as two small grains in a whole 5-tonne truck 
load of sand. It does not imply that the damage may not be significant – an 
examination of medical data will show whether this tiny minority of damaged 
atoms or molecules is a threat to a living organism or not. Nevertheless, we 
see that the vast majority of molecules are not influenced at all by a typical 
flux of ionising radiation. What determines which atoms are affected? That is 
chance. It is the essential randomness of quantum mechanics at work!

It is hardly a surprise that it is not possible to feel ionising radiation from a 
CT scan or even radiotherapy,  because the energy rate is only microwatts. 
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The molecules unlucky enough to get hit can feel it – but that is only 1 or 2 in 
5,000 million.  When the  authorities  announce to  the  press  that  very high 
radiation levels have been measured as a result of an accident, perhaps they 
should find out more precisely what that means and explain it to the people 
before allowing alarm and economic disruption to spread.

Safety and sunshine 
We may ask what happens to this tiny minority of damaged molecules. The 
response to UV in sunshine is not a good example in some respects, but it is 
familiar  and  has  some  interesting  things  to  say.  Compared  to  X-rays  or 
gamma rays, UV is exceptionally inefficient at ionising, but this is off-set by 
the  extremely  high  flux  of  photons.  Probably the  majority  of  people  are 
familiar with sunbathing and its effects; these are similar to those of nuclear 
radiation and  in  practice  more  serious.  As most  children  learn from their 
parents, there are two kinds of damage: 
- cell death, when layers of skin peel off that we know as sunburn and from 
which there is usually good recovery in a few days; 
-  skin  cancer that  may appear  many years  later  and is  often  fatal,  if  not 
treated. 
Compared to beta and gamma radiation, UV does not penetrate far through 
the skin, but is no less dangerous for that. There are 9,000 deaths from skin 
cancer each year in the United States [16]. This is a rate of 30 per million, that 
may be compared with the death rate of 10 per million from fire [17] and 103 
per million from highway accidents [18]. In all three cases public attitudes are 
reasonably informed, but could be improved. The authorities work to extend 
awareness, but at least there is no worldwide panic and no social or economic 
upheaval. In the recent past, however, in the case of nuclear radiation, the 
authorities have done nothing to inform the public, allowing apprehension to 
increase.  Although the number  of  deaths from nuclear radiation is  10,000 
times smaller than that from UV radiation, the population is not instructed 
and hangs on every word of ill-advised panic advice readily offered by the 
media.  The  result  is  highly destructive  of  trust  in  science  and  of  mutual 
confidence in society as a whole. 
In fact the immediate effects of high doses of radiation appear as skin burns, 
just  as  for  excess  UV.  Such burns  can be a  side  effect  of  a  radiotherapy 
course and can be treated relatively quickly. Those people caught in some of 
the accidents to be described in Chapter 6, who received excessive radiation, 
also recovered. They include the crew aboard the Lucky Dragon fishing boat 
[Chapter 10], the 28 hospitalised patients at Goiania who underwent surgery 
[Chapter 6], and the two workers who got their feet wet in the Fukushima 
basement [Chapter 3]. 
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The public view of the dangers of UV – in spite of the very real risks – is 
refreshingly  different  from  that  of  nuclear  radiation.  People  have  learnt 
something about barrier creams and they know that the Vitamin D produced 
by sunshine prevents rickets. They have been warned of the danger of skin 
cancer caused by repeated over-exposure. Most are sensible and enjoy their 
summer vacations in the sun, gently engaging in natural acclimatisation in the 
first few days. This is the very kind of time-adaptive process that is important 
in the reaction of tissue to nuclear radiation, and crucial to the scheduling of 
radiotherapy  treatment,  but  explicitly  ignored  by  the  current  ALARA 
radiation safety regime. 
Illustration 4 on page 5 shows an example of effective safety information: a 
plastic  carrier  bag given away by a  local  pharmacy which offers  sensible 
advice to parents and their children on living with ultraviolet radiation. In 
spite of the high death rate from skin cancer, society is content to take normal 
medical  advice  and  learn  what  to  do  –  rather  than  rushing  to  consult  a 
committee of the United Nations. If popular attitudes to UV radiation were to 
match those to nuclear radiation,  travel  firms might  have a good trade in 
selling summer vacations deep underground with tours restricted to moonless 
nights to avoid the horrors of skin cancer. People have learned that the risks 
and benefits of UV should be balanced, and they should learn to do the same 
for  other  forms  of  radiation too.  History is  the  only reason  to  single  out 
nuclear radiation for special concern, but the historical story is flawed, as 
explained in Chapter 10.

 What happens to radiation in materials
Range and the hit probability

The effect  of  radiation on materials,  including live tissue,  depends on the 
quantum energy of the radiation and its type – alpha, beta or gamma. There 
are  other  types  of  radiation,  but  these  are  seldom met  outside  a  research 
laboratory  and  we  can  omit  them  without  distorting  the  story.  Nuclear 
photons  are  the  same  as  the  everyday variety emitted  by atoms  in  street 
lamps, LEDs or red-hot materials. Beta rays and regular electrons are also the 
same – the different name only distinguishes their source; the same is true for 
alpha particles and helium-4 nuclei. In fact each type of radiation is the same 
in principle wherever it comes from – it has no memory of its emission, only 
an energy and a type. If it shines into a piece of material from the outside as 
an external source, or is produced as internal radiation from the radioactive 
decay  of  atoms  already  within  the  material,  that  makes  essentially  no 
difference to its effect either. What we need to know is where it  is absorbed.

An important question is how far in material a quantum of radiation goes 
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before it  is stopped or absorbed – this is called its  range.  Some radiation 
quanta or particles may pass clean through the material and out the other side, 
while  others  will  hit atoms  in  the  material,  may  stop,  or  be  completely 
absorbed.  Generally  there  is  a  considerable  difference  between  types  of 
radiation  as  to  how  this  happens,  but  less  difference  between  materials. 
Similar to the random timing of radioactive decay, the physics of whether a 
particle hits  a particular atom in the material is random, with a probability 
determined by quantum mechanics. When an atom is hit by radiation in this 
way, the action is entirely confined to its electron cloud that lies outside the 
nucleus; the chance that the nucleus of the struck atom plays any significant 
part is far too small to matter. This has the crucial consequence for radiation 
safety:  radiation  shining  on  a  material  does  not  make  that  material  
radioactive.  This  may not  hold true  at  the  high energies  found only in  a 
research laboratory, or for a beam of neutrons. But neutrons are confined to 
the core of a working reactor and only those materials that have spent time 
there become radioactive from the effect of radiation. 
Reactor fuel itself is not particularly active until it enters a working reactor 
and absorbs neutrons. Similarly the cobalt steel that was used in the structure 
of earlier reactors only becomes radioactive when regular cobalt-59 absorbs 
an extra neutron and becomes cobalt-60. In the same way, hydrogen in the 
water  used  to  cool  a  working  reactor  core  can  absorb  a  neutron  making 
deuterium,  which  is  not  radioactive,  and  that  in  turn  can  absorb  another 
neutron to make tritium, which is mildly radioactive. None of these is made 
outside the reactor, or even inside when it is shut down.

When a photon hits an atom the result is quite different from when an alpha 
or  beta  particle  does  so.  For  a  photon  the  whole  of  its  energy  is  often 
absorbed and the photon ceases to exist – in its previous form at least. The 
random chance  of  a  hit  as  gamma  radiation  passes  deeper  into  material 
depends  simply  on  the  number  of  photons  that  have  not  already been 
absorbed,  and  this  leads  to  an  exponential  distribution  for  the  range  of 
individual  quanta.  This  is  sketched  in  Illustration  24,  reminiscent  of  the 
exponential distribution of radioactive decay, but in distance rather than time. 
The probability of collision is the same for each atom, and so the chance of a 
collision increases with the number of atoms, that is, with the thickness of 
material  that  the  radiation  traverses.  In  principle  this  is  similar  for  any 
material, including living tissue. Incidentally, tissue behaves rather like water, 
since that is what it is largely composed of, and its average density is about 
the same.
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Charged-particle radiation,  including alpha and beta, has a rather different 
effect on materials. Quantum mechanics shows that compared with gamma 
radiation,  there  is  a  relatively large probability of  a  hit,  but  with a  small 
energy deposition when such a hit occurs. After a hit the charged particle then 
continues on its way with an energy only marginally reduced. However, after 
thousands of such hits its energy finally runs out and it simply stops. The 
result is that a group of charged particles with the same energy have almost 
the same range,  and the statistical fluctuations,  which are the basis of the 
exponential distribution for photons, are almost absent.  This gives a sharp 
spike for the range distribution as sketched in Illustration 24. 

For  a  given  initial  energy,  alpha  radiation  has  a  particularly  short  range 
compared with beta because the hit probability is very much higher, simply 
due to its low speed and higher charge [19]. In fact alpha radiation is stopped 
completely by skin or a few centimetres of air. 

A famous  photograph  of  Queen  Elizabeth  II  on  a  visit  to  the  nuclear 
laboratory  at  Harwell  early  in  her  reign  shows  her  receiving  a  bag  of 
plutonium and being invited to feel its warmth [20]. Her safety depended on 
the sharply-peaked distribution to the range shown in Illustration 24. If alpha 
particles had an exponential range distribution like photons some penetration 
of  the  bag  would  be  expected.  In  fact  she  was  then,  and  remains  now, 
perfectly safe  from the  experience.  Thanks  to  the  unreasonably excessive 
caution of modern safety regulations, such a ceremony would not be allowed 
today. Now safety authorities are risk-averse and no longer act with science-
based confidence. 

Illustration 24: Two simplified graphs illustrating the difference 
between an exponential range distribution, e.g. for a photon or gamma 
ray, and a sharply peaked range distribution for a charged particle  
such as alpha or beta.
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The well-defined range of alpha radiation that protected Queen Elizabeth was 
deadly for Alexander Litvinenko [21]. He was assassinated in London in 2006 
by being given a pot of tea laced with between 100 million and 300 million 
Bq of polonium-210 which he ingested. Like plutonium-239, polonium-210 
is an alpha emitter (see Table 2). Polonium was named by Marie Curie after 
her native Poland and she was awarded the Nobel Prize for its discovery in 
1898. The range of the alpha radiation it emits when it decays is only 3.69 cm 
in air, so all the radiation was absorbed within Litvinenko's body and he died 
of Acute Radiation Syndrome (ARS) after three weeks, on 23 November. 

Lack of discrimination in radiation damage
What happens to the absorbed energy at the point where a hit  by ionising 
radiation occurs? We have already seen that the nuclei of the material are 
really not involved: it is the electrons which form the outer structure of each 
atom and bind them into molecules that are affected by the impact. Whether 
the radiation is a charged particle or gamma, the mayhem that is left at the 
site of  a collision consists of  electrons, freed to wander off,  and smashed 
pieces of molecule. These are often electrically charged, having lost or gained 
electrons in the melee. The energies typical of radiation, whether alpha, beta 
or gamma, are in the MeV range, considerably larger than the weak bonds of 
a  small  fraction  of  an  eV  that  stabilise  the  state  of  molecules  in  their 
biological role. This is the reason that radiation damage is indiscriminate and 
much the same for any material. Atoms and molecules of all types are equally 
liable to be damaged and there are no special cases. 

The  immediate  damage  at  each  hit  is  localised,  for  instance  on  a  single 
molecule, often with an electron expelled by the impact that then speeds off 
to  stop  further  away.  After  the  collision  the  broken molecule  or  ion  will 
usually have considerable pent-up energy that is capable of creating further 
mayhem. Such a molecule is called a reactive oxidant species (ROS). With its 
energy it  can ionise,  break or excite other hitherto undamaged molecules, 
creating a trail that may reach nearby cells before it runs out of energy. This 
is  an  entirely  chemical  process,  does  not  involve  the  nuclei  and  is 
independent  of  the  radiation  that  started  the  process.  The  initial  hit 
probability  and  everything  that  happens  to  the  energy  deposited  in  the 
material in the first fractions of a second are linear – its effects simply add up 
on top of one another.  Any secondary electron or photon produced at  the 
initial  hit  site  with enough energy may be the source of further hits  as  a 
radiation  track  in  its  own  right.  With  alpha  and  beta  radiation  such 
secondaries are less frequent, but with gamma radiation a secondary photon 
may carry energy some  distance  away to  further  sites  until  all  energy is 
absorbed. None of this is affected by whether the material is living tissue or 
not.
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Role of oxidants in damage to living tissue
In cellular tissue these secondary chemical effects caused by ROS radicals 
are especially significant for their effect on DNA. Simply put, living tissue is 
composed of many cells containing mostly water with various proteins that 
are  the  structure  and functional  workhorses  of  every biological  cell.  Also 
within each cell is a nucleus that contains the DNA responsible for creating 
and controlling the proteins. Only damage to the DNA is a matter of long-
term concern. Provided that the DNA is not disrupted the other molecules 
that may be damaged by radiation are regenerated by the cell replacement 
cycle without lasting effect. 

Since the effect of radiation is quite indiscriminate, it is water that suffers 
most from the initial hits, simply because it makes up more than half of the 
tissue mass. So, although DNA is occasionally damaged by direct hit, most 
damage is due to the secondary chemical effect of ROS fragments of water 
(H2O) attacking DNA. These fragments include such dangerous reagents as 
hydroxyl (OH), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), oxygen itself and their ions. It is 
reasonable  to  assume  that  this  damage  is  linearly  related  to  the  energy 
absorbed because each physical process is independent and determined by 
quantum mechanics. Therefore, the combined initial effect can be found by 
adding up the independent contributions from each molecular hit  – that is 
using the linearity principle.

It  is  often  irrelevant  that  the  damage  was  initialised  by  radiation.  Other 
processes that produce these ROS cause damage to living cells in the same 
way. In particular, since the metabolic process of oxidising food provides the 
energy source for cells, accidental oxidation is a threat that biological cells 
have always had to live with. In each cell the mitochondria organelles burn 
the sugars and produce energy for the cell as a whole – these organelles must 
prevent any ROS produced in this oxidation from reaching the cell nucleus 
with its DNA. Inevitably some of these pollutants leak through and these are 
just as damaging to DNA as those from ionising radiation. In particular, ROS 
production  increases  with  the  extra  energy production  needed for  normal 
muscular  exercise  and  cognitive  activity  [22].  The  ROS  produced  by  an 
exposure to radiation over a period, a chronic dose, are a small addition to 
these  natural  processes  and  generally  not  distinguishable  from  them. 
However,  a  large  acute  radiation  dose  received  in  a  short  time  is  more 
damaging, as is excessive physical exertion.

High LET radiation
The damage  to  any material  immediately after  the  absorption  of  ionising 
radiation consists  of  a distribution of these hits  spread in space. Different 
types of radiation produce characteristic distributions: gamma rays produce a 
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sparse scatter of random hits; beta rays produce sparse hits lying along the 
paths followed by the energetic electrons; alpha rays give dense lines of hits 
lying along the track of each ray. This is called high LET radiation, with LET 
standing  for  Linear  Energy  Transfer,  also  known as  dEdx in  nuclear  and 
particle physics [19].  The double charge and slow speed of alpha particles 
cause the high LET. On the other hand the single charge and high speed of 
beta particles of a similar energy give low LET. Gamma rays give a wide 
distribution of hits so that they behave as low LET. 

Living tissue is different from other materials because it reacts actively to the 
initial damage. This reaction takes place partly within individual cells and 
partly organically through the cooperative reaction of many cells. The hits 
from beta and gamma radiation are sufficiently far from one another that the 
subsequent  biological  response  of  repair  and  replacement  at  each  hit  can 
proceed independently without  saturation.  But  at  high LET the density of 
initial  damage  is  so  high  locally  that  cells  run  out  of  the  repair  and 
replacement resources required. In particular the density of Double Strand 
Breaks (DSB) of DNA is enhanced. These are more difficult to repair, and the 
biological tissue suffers somewhat greater long-term stress than for the same 
absorbed energy at low LET.

 Detecting radiation
Natural detection in living tissue

Darwinian evolution has provided us with a level of  natural sensitivity to 

In a truly linear theory there would be no such enhancement of the effect 
of high LET radiation. The acknowledged enhancement at high LET  is 
accommodated in the LNT theory by assigning ad hoc weighting factors 
built into the calculation of damage in sievert. This arbitrary modification 
is applied in the LNT theory without explanation. 

In  a  non-linear  picture  we  may  understand  what  happens.  The  local 
energy density of  high LET is  seen to impose a greater  load on local 
repair and replacement mechanisms than the greater spatial uniformity of 
low LET. This argument suggests a spatial scale – if the repair services 
were available at any distance, there would be no dependence on LET. 
This  spatial  scale  typically  extends  to  groups  of  cells,  signalling  and 
cooperating together – or failing to do so when collectively overloaded. 
This range for repair in the spatial picture plays a role similar to the repair 
time in the time domain. Both are characteristic features of an active non-
linear response, one localised in space and the other in time.
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some sources of danger but not to others – for these we look to instruments or 
other strategies. We need to find out whether we are naturally sensitive and 
act accordingly.  A familiar example is household gas: mixed with air it is 
explosive,  but  it  is  colourless  and  odourless.  In  a  primitive  evolutionary 
environment, having a sensitivity to natural gas would bring no advantage in 
the struggle to survive, and so evolution has made no such provision. In the 
modern world safety is ensured when the utility company adds a trace of 
another gas, t-butyl mercaptan, that does have a notably strong smell. This 
makes household gas routinely detectable to the nose, so providing a simple 
and effective addition to safety. 
Similar methods help everybody to avoid the dangers of biological waste – in 
this case courtesy of nature rather than the utility company.  Evolution has 
made human noses peculiarly sensitive to the gases given off by faeces and 
urine for just this purpose. You might even say that the smell is in the nose of 
the smeller, not in the polluted air that he breathes. What smells good, bad or 
indifferent  has  been  tuned  by evolution  only  to  enhance  human  survival 
prospects. For example, dogs enjoy entirely different ranges of pleasant and 
unpleasant smells, much to the occasional disgust and social embarrassment 
of their owners. Vermin and lower biological agents have sensitivities, each 
tuned to their niche in the hierarchy.
There are many other examples of  natural protection: our eyes are safe from 
the  effect  of  steady bright  light  as  is  evident  on  the  occasion  of  a  solar 
eclipse. There is a natural temptation to look directly at the Sun, and health 
warnings are broadcast advising the public that this is dangerous. In practice, 
however, there are few such accidents because pain makes people quickly 
aware of excessive light in their eyes. Similarly, with non-ionising radiation 
at high-power levels, its heat is felt before it becomes dangerous. 
But what about ionising radiation? May we get a heavy dose from its rays 
and not even know until it is too late? Why are humans not aware of ionising 
radiation, naturally? Is the failure to provide sensitivity to ionising radiation a 
rare oversight of Darwinian evolution? Would it not bring advantages? This 
is a proper question and the basis of genuine concern for many people. Let's 
look at the question. Biology would find the task challenging because the 
energy fluxes are in the microwatt range and any sensitivity would be liable 
to false alarms. As well as acquiring sensitivity to radiation we would like to 
be cured of the damage that it does to living tissue. Even though a simple 
electronic device is sufficient to say when and where ionising radiation is 
present, it would not provide for the repair of any damage caused. Evolution, 
it seems, has provided neither detection nor repair. 
But in fact nature has been cleverer than this discussion has so far suggested. 
The natural detection of ionising radiation damage by living tissue has been 
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integrated  with  appropriate  repair  and  replacement  mechanisms.  The 
messages of a radiation attack on life and the subsequent actions are quite 
subconscious and devolved down to the cellular level. If the body is attacked 
by ionising radiation – and this is happening all the time to some extent – the 
brain  is  not  made  conscious  of  it,  and  does  not  need  to  be,  because  the 
problems are detected and remedied at the cellular level, at the front end, you 
might say. We are mistaken if we ignore this biology while imagining that 
regulations control radiation safety [23]. 
There are three reasons for this brilliant integrated biological design:

• Life  has  evolved  in  many  forms  from  single-cellular  organisms 
through  cabbages  to  primates  –  and  recently  humans.  From  the 
beginning,  radiation  and  other  sources  of  oxidation  have  been  a 
source of danger that required detection and repair for all organisms, 
including those without a brain or even a central nervous system.

• If the central nervous system were made aware of the inter-cellular 
chemical signals that are triggered by a radiation attack, it would be 
overwhelmed  by  the  high  rate  of  false  alarms  caused  by  other 
oxidative processes. One may think of a domestic smoke alarm that 
is  sited too close  to  the  kitchen toaster  –  it  causes  frequent  false 
alarms,  until  someone disables it.  Such an alarm does not give an 
organism a selective advantage.

• Providing local repair and replacement mechanisms, integrated with 
local detection for all forms of oxidative attack, makes for devolved 
robustness and independence of different parts of a large organism 
with reduced lines of communication.

The  result  is  that  this  superior  devolved  cellular  safety  system makes  it 
simply unnecessary for humans to be alarmed by ionising radiation at low 
and moderate dose rates.  That  is  as well  since for  the first  3,000 million 
years, there was no cognitive ability to respond to a radiation alarm.
Unfortunately official radiological protection policy ignores what nature has 
provided  and  tells  the  public  that  it  should worry  about  such  levels  of 
radiation.  Adding a cautious and extreme regulatory regime on top of the 
natural one is a mistake, similar to ignoring the old adage, Don't keep a dog  
and learn to bark yourself. 

Detection with man-made instruments
But how about instruments that detect radiation? It is not difficult to build 
such a device and these may be simple or powerful, small or bulky. When 
Henri Becquerel discovered nuclear radiation he used a photographic plate. 
Our eyes are sensitive to colour only from red to violet, but a photographic 
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plate has a sensitivity to much of the spectrum, shown in Illustration 22, that 
extends from visible light onwards through ultraviolet to X-rays and beyond. 
A modern electronic camera can also be used to detect ionising radiation, 
although thicker detection materials have to be used if the radiation is not to 
pass through without giving a signal. An example of this is a clinical X-ray 
picture in which the radiation passes through the body with only the heavy 
calcium of the bones casting a shadow. A modern CT scanner uses X-rays in 
a similar way. If gamma rays with too high an energy are used instead of X-
rays, even the bones do not show up much. The answer is to choose a photon 
energy which  shows contrasting  absorption  in  the  patient  but  is  captured 
efficiently  in  the  detector  material,  whether  photographic  film,  electronic 
semiconductor or heavy transparent crystal. The best material for this is one 
with the highest atomic number, in which the electron density is high and the 
electrons are tightly bound. 

Beta  radiation,  like  photons,  is  easily  detected  by  an  ionisation  detector 
containing  gas  or  a  solid-state  semiconductor.  Alpha  radiation  is  more 
difficult because it is absorbed so readily. Often it is stopped by air or the 
window of the instrument before it can be detected. 
You may be thinking that you do not have access to such specialised and 
expensive technology, but that is untrue. For fire safety you probably have a 
domestic smoke detector. If not you can get one at a hardware store for about 
US  $10.  Inside  is  a  radiation  detector  with  a  radioactive  americium-241 
source made from nuclear waste. If you open it up and take a look yourself, 
you will  find the radiation symbol with details of the source. As a smoke 
detector it  is fail-safe because any smoke in the air absorbs the ionisation 
from the  radioactive  source  – the  alarm triggers  when  it  stops detecting 
radiation from the source. Without the source it could easily be redesigned as 
a cheap radiation alarm.  Radiation is as easy to detect as burnt toast you 
might justifiably say. Why are most radiation detectors not so cheap to buy? 
If people wanted to buy them, they would be cheap – it is just a matter of the 
market.  One  could  be  incorporated  into  every mobile  phone  –  indeed,  I 
believe that such a phone is now available in Japan. 
Professionals may say that is not good enough because it does not tell the 
type of  radiation:  alpha,  beta  or  gamma.  That  is  true,  and most  radiation 
detectors  are  quite  unable  to  measure  doses  with  any precision.  But  that 
misses the point, because all you should need to know for peace of mind is 

Modern detectors use exotic transparent crystals like bismuth germanate 
(BGO) and lead tungstate. Then, not only are photons detected efficiently, 
but  the  light-emitting  cascades  created  within  the  crystal  are  tightly 
confined. 
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whether there is an excess of radiation of any kind present. That is the same 
kind of simple question that you ask of your fire alarm. Provided  that the 
alarm is raised promptly and efficiently,  further investigations can then be 
made.
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